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this we. find some pertinent and useful hints on the best 
mode of grouping hardy perennials, and the art of 
managing the rock-garden, the wild-garden, water, and 
bocrgy ground ; on the culture and propagation of early 

and other subjects dear to the dweller in the 
country. Compared with the art of gardening as practised 
twenty years ago, we are certainly now in an altogether 
11 ew and improved epoch, and Mr. Robinson is one of the 
pioneers to whom we are mainly indebted for the intro
duction of a better and more ratiOnal style. A. \V. B. 

Hints on Shore· Shooting: a chapter on skinning 
and preserving Bilds. By James Edmund Harting, 
F.L.S., &c. VanVoorst, 1871.) 

A GOOD sportsman, whether he knows it or not, must be 
more or less of a good naturalist, and this Mr. Harting is. 
His unpretending little book, therefore, certainly deserves 
mention here, and the more so since he bas worthily won 
his spurs by making the group of birds most sought by 
the'' shore-shooter" ;;m especial subject of study. What 
he tells us is the result of his own observation, and is 
pleasantly told. What he does not tell us is whether 
"shore-shootin!! '' has, with most people,-for we except 
him-any othe;' raison eNtre than the "fine-day-let's-go
and-kill-something" impulse. If not, we really do not see 
that there is much difference in principle between Pagham 
and Burlingham. 

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR 
[The Editor does not hold himself responsib!t )07' opinions expressed 

by his correspondents. JVo notice is fa l.·m of anOJt)'?nOUS 

commtnzicatl'ons.] 

An Universal Atmosphere 

I HAVE much pleasure in replying to :'vir. Browning's question 
in NATURE, vol. iv. p. 487, as it is one that legitimately 
slrike;; at the root of nil my speculations, and which, if un
answerable, conveys an objection that must demolish the whole 
structure I have endeavoured to erect in my essay on the "Fuel 
d the Sun." 

If I am right, the atmospheres of the sun, the moon, the 
planets, or of any other cosmical body of known mass and 
dimensions, may be calculated in units of the earth's total atmo
sphere by the simple formula reasoned out in Chap. iii. of the 
abO\;e-named work, i.e., by multiplying the mass of the body 
(expressed in units of the earth's mass) by its own square root, 
thus 

X=1ll,Ylltj 

where x is the atmosphere of the body in question expressed in 
units of the earth's known total and m is the mass 
of the bocly expressed in units of the earth's mass, 

The mass of the moon being.!.. that of the earth, we get 
So 

- I • / = 1 or, discarding fractions, the moon's atmo-
8o'V 8o 7I5"5416, 

sphere as .!... that of the earth. But the diameter of the moon 
7I5 . 

being to that of the earth as o·z64 to umty, the lunar surface 
will be to that of the earth as o·z642 or o·o697 to r, and the 
lunar atmosphere will be concentrated accordingly, bringing the 
mean atmospheric pressure on the lunar surface to 

I 
I 

49"8355' or su' 

near! y of that of the earth's mean atmospheric pressure. Such 
an would support a column of mercury six-tenths of 
an inch in height. Mr. Browning will recognise this as about 
equal to the best vacuum obtainable in an old-fashioned air-pump 
of aYerage defectiveness. 

Such is the theoretical pressure upon every part of the moon's 
surfac_e, supposing the form of the moon to be a perfect spheroid 
of rotation with a perfectly smooth surface. But the moon is 
no such regular body. It presents far more irregularities in 
proportion to its size than would our earth if the ocean were 

evaporated, and its depths laid bare so that our mountain heights 
should be measured from the ocean bottom. Under such con
ditions the bulk of even <;mr atmo;phere would occupy the ocean 
valleys, and very rare wdeed would he the remainder that 
reached the tops and elevated ridges of the earth. On 
the moon wllh Its filmy atmo>phere of only six-tenths of an inch 
mean pressure, the rarefaction on the high lands and mountains 
would be carried_ the limits ?f observable refractive power 

the of a special atmosphere 
mergmg gradually mto the umversal mterstellar medium. 

The vbible edge of the moon which efTec's the occultation of 
a star mus_t in almost every possibl.e case be formed by the ridges 
and summ1ts of the lunar mounta ns, in no case by the bottom 
of the !ower valleys, for in looking horizontally across the moon's 
rotundity these valleys and even the maria must be foreshortened 
and their lower depths walled out of the reach of our vision b; 
the great lunar elevations. Thus the occultation of a star would 
o'cur with_out its previous plung'ng behind any outlying lunar 

matter ?f appreciable der:sity. yve must not forget 
th;t J. Herschel s calculallon, w h1ch assigns one second of 
re1ract:on to an atmosphere equal to Tlls-;; of the density of the 
earth, IS based. on the theory of a limited atmosphere with a 
sharp defimte suddenly termina.ting in a vacuum. 

But th1s rarefactwn on the elevated :portwns of the moon 
demands a compensating condensation or concentration of 

atmospheric matter in the valleys, crater-pits, and maria. Here 
the pressure on the sh?uld considerably exceed 
the calculated mean. This consideratiOn suggests a very inte· 
resting \Vould such an atmosphere, say capable of 
supportmg one mch of mercury, produce any observable effects? 
If I am right in regarding water as one of the constituents of 
the universal atmosphere, there are good reasons for supposing 
that it would. 

The small share of water due to the moon would all be raised 
far above its low boiling point, early in the lunar day, by the heated 
lunar surface. would _be no sea, no clouds, no rain, no 
snow, but on the plams and 10 the valleys a formation of hoar· 

.frost should occur at the lunar eventide, beginning just where the 
sun:s rays too oblique to maintain 1he temperature of the 
rap1dly rad1atmg lunar surface above the freezing-point. 

In a note appended to Mr. Lockyer's translation of M. Guil
lemin's work on "The Heavens," the Rev. T. W. \Vebb 
thus corrects the author's rdther positive statements concerning 
the total absence of a lunar atmosphere : "After all fair de· 
ductions on the score of imperfection of ob,ervation or precipi

of inference, there. are still resjduary phenomena, such as, 
for mstance, the extraordmary profuswn of brilliant points which 
on rare occasions diversify the Mare Crisium, so difficult of inter

that we may judge to avoid too positive an 
opmwn. Now the Mare Cnsmm IS a great depression 9f. the 

surface cic:se upon that edge of the moon which, to our 
v1swn, first rece1ves and loses the solar illumination. If I am 
right, aqueous vapour should be suddenly forming there during 
the early crescent period after the new moon, and the hoar-frost 
should be as suddenly precipitated as this wide depression rolls 
towards the darkness after the full moon. In that chapter of the 
"Fuel of the Sun" which is devoted to the meteorology of the moon 
and Mercury, I have discussed some of the theoretical results of 
these conditions and the appearances they should present. I may 
here merely add that, as the temperature of any part of the moon's 
unmantled surface must directly and very rapidly vary with the 
incidence of solar r:tdiation, all undulating regions of the 
moon must at mormng and evemng _have a very patchy tempe· 
rature, the slopes towards the sun bemg hotter than our tropics 
while the side of the receiving the sobr 
w1th great obhqmty, and radiatmg mto space almost without 
impediment, must retain a freezing temperature, and thus the 
cryophorous phenomena, which Sir John Herschel describes as a 
possible result of the contrasted temperatures of the opposite sides 
of the moon, should be effected even by tbe shady lunar craters 
and contrasted hill-slopes. 

On the highlands of the moon no apprec·able amount of 
hoar-frost precipitation should take place on account of the ab· 
sence of sufficient atmosphere ; but on the deeper maria wher
ever the conditions are the most favourable, the patchy te'mpera
ture sho?ld produce patches of such precipitation. If any
where v1stble, these should be seen on the Mare Crisium on 
account of its proximity to the edge of the moon, for there' the 
morning rays that strike most obliquely upon the cold slopes 
would be the most effectively reflected towards the earth. Not 
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